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Unlocking new growth opportunities in the commercial sector for Becrypt

Key points:

Becrypt needed
a campaign
that would raise
its profile, grab
interest, and
highlight the
value of Becrypt’s
highly secure
solutions

• Becrypt wanted to drive sales of their data
protection products into UK-based enterprises
and SMEs focusing on the commercial sector.
• We worked with Becrypt to develop a
campaign strategy and produced a fully
integrated campaign including assets to
engage channel partners.
• The campaign has had a highly positive
reaction from the channel with increased
levels of engagement from partners. New
opportunities have been generated from the
campaign and pipeline is continuing to build.

.com

Are you protecting the
value of your business?
How to safeguard your laptops, PCs and portable devices from data theft

Simple solutions for your
total security and flexibility

such as USBs – giving them flexibility and portability
while still protecting your data. It enables users
to convert any standard external USB connected
storage device into a secure portable file store.

Secure your data at rest
Underpinned by strong user authentication,
Becrypt’s Disk Encryption, Disk Protect, provides
highly secure, full disk encryption for laptops, PCs
and Windows tablets – keeping your data secure in
the event of the theft or loss of a device. Approved
by the UK government to secure classified data
(up to TOP SECRET), it is available in a number of
approved variants to meet different levels of security.
Encryption is applied transparently with no impact
on user performance.

Preventing your valuable IP and data from being stolen from
laptops, PCs and portable devices, Becrypt’s suite of data
protection solutions safeguards the value of your business
and reduces your risk of compliance failures.

Fully manage, control & audit
BEM’s centralised management system gives
you full visibility and control of user activity, enabling
you to;
• easily create, apply and update policies to
end-points, users or groups

Flexible sharing

• carry out fast risk assessment in the event of a
lost or stolen device with detailed audits of events,
warnings or errors that are recorded, reportable
and searchable

Supporting multiple users on a single device, Disk
Protect gives flexibility without the risks, providing
multi-user support at pre-boot and so eliminating
the need for password sharing. The addition of
Becrypt’s Media Encryption, mShare, allows your
users to encrypt data on external storage devices
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Becrypt mShare
enables users
to convert
any standard
external USB
connected
storage device
into a secure
portable file
store.

Easy implementation
Saving time and minimising the need for end-user
involvement, Becrypt’s Enterprise Management
(BEM) enables quick and easy roll-out of the data
protection products across thousands of devices.
Active Directory integration enables easy importing
of users, organisational units and security groups,
while self-registration enables individuals to add
themselves as Disk Protect users on a device.

Prevent data leakage
Equipping you with full event reporting and audit
trails, Becrypt’s Port Control, Connect Protect,
defends you against data leakage and malware
by preventing unauthorised access to, and use of,
externally connected devices. Policy can be applied
at device, user or group level, and devices can
be white-listed by make/model, individual unique
device ID or by a signed device process.

• easily manage issues such as forgotten
passwords

06 | Disk Protect
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Commercial brochure

Oil, Gas &
MineralsSector

The risks that must be addressed
Common data protection failures are leaving Oil,
Gas & Minerals companies exposed to the loss
of critically important IP;

Data leakage via portable devices
Businesses fail to prevent data being easily copied
onto unencrypted portable media (such as USB drives
and smartphones) – one of the most common sources
of IP theft.

Policy black holes
Companies lack policies governing how data is managed
Oil,
Gasaccompanied
&
and protected on portable devices
– often
MineralsSector
by limited employee awareness
of what they can do to
reduce risk.

.com
Pharmaceutical

Oil and gas

Legal

Over-restrictive or complex security
If security prevents people doing their jobs effectively,
employees are likely to find ways to bypass it – creating
new vulnerabilities.

Failure to protect data at rest

Protecting IP in the Oil, Gas & Minerals sector

Businesses fail to adequately protect data stored on
desktops, laptops and portable media because they
mistakenly assume that password protection or

Limited visability & control
Businesses are often unclear about what data needs
protecting, what devices are being used to store that
data and how the data is being used and copied.

Endpoint
Protection
technologies adequately
protect
Despite investments in cyber security, Oil, Gas and
Minerals
companies
risk
the data
from a determined
criminal.
potentially crippling losses if they fail to adequately
protect
the datacyber
stored
on laptops, PCs, portable devices and removable media.

In a market where ideas, innovation and data are key drivers
of value, protecting IP has never been more critical.

The critical value of IP
Whether it’s exploration data, proprietary processes,
or unique know-how, IP is at the heart of many
Oil, Gas and Minerals companies’ competitiveness
and profitability.
Driven by depletion of existing resources, geopolitical
uncertainties, pressure to reduce carbon emissions and
price volatility, companies across the sector need to access
new resources and improve their ability to exploit existing
ones. From developing new production techniques to
creating more efficient fuels and processes, the Oil & Gas
sector is one of the highest investors in R&D, investing
£5.7b in the UK alone in 2009.

IP theft can be catastrophic
Clearly, protecting the IP that results from this huge
investment is critical, as evidenced by the fact that the
sector accounted for 20% of all patent protection cases
Simple solutions for IP protection
globally in 2013.1
Preventing IP from being stolen from laptops,
The impact of IP and trade secrets falling into the hands of
PCs and portable devices, Becrypt’s suite of data
a competitor can be devastating. So protecting IP needs
protection solutions safeguards business value
to be a priority for all players in the value chain, including
and reduces the risk of compliance failures.
producers and the wide range of service companies that
the sector relies
upon.your data at rest
Secure

Flexible sharing
Supporting multiple users on a single device, Disk Protect
gives flexibility without risk by eliminating password
sharing. Becrypt’s Media Encryption, mShare, encrypts
data on external storage devices such as USBs.

Approved by the UK government to secure classified
data (up to TOP SECRET), Becrypt’s Disk Protect
provides highly secure, full disk encryption for Windows
laptops, PCs, tablets and servers – keeping data secure
in the event of the theft or loss of a device.

Easy implementation
Saving time and minimising the need for end-user
involvement, Becrypt’s Enterprise Management (BEM)
enables quick and easy roll-out of our data protection
products across thousands of devices. Active Directory
integration allows easy importing of users, organisational
units and security groups.

Prevent data leakage
59% of companies within the Oil & Gas sector
With full event reporting and audit trails, Becrypt’s Port
now have a dedicated IP team.1 Control,
Connect Protect, defends companies from data

The growing impact of IP theft

While the causes of data breaches are varied, the
majority are a result of either malicious attack or human
error. Recent research found that 47% of breaches
involved a malicious or criminal attack and 25% involved
4
a negligent
contractor.
To employee
find outor more
about
protecting

A UK government report identified the Oil & Gas and
Mining sectors as amongst the most vulnerable to
the loss of IP from cyber-crime.
IP theft is the most expensive type of cyber-crime for UK
businesses, costing £9.2bn a year in total, with industrial
espionage not far behind at £7.6bn a year.2

from
IP theft,
experts.
Unsecured
devices
are oftencontact
a source of the
vulnerability.
With the sector employing high numbers of mobile
workers carrying around sensitive data on laptops,
dataprotection@becrypt.com
tablets and mobile
devices, and needing to collaborate
across extended teams, the Oil, Gas & Minerals sector
is particularly exposed to data breaches from
unsecured devices.

In a 2012 speech, the Director General of MI5 talked
of the CEO of a major oil company who had disclosed
privately that the loss of oilfield exploration data – due
to hacking – had cost the company hundreds of millions
of dollars.3 While losses from industrial espionage in the
mining sector have been estimated at £1.6b per annum
in the UK.
1
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Fully manage, control & audit

leakage and malware by preventing unauthorised access
to, and use of, externally connected devices. Policy can
be applied at device, user or group level, and devices
can be white-listed by make/model, unique device ID
or a signed device process.

BEM’s centralised management system ensures full
visibility and control of user activity, enabling the creation,
application and updating of policies to end-points, users
or groups. It also allows fast risk assessment in the event
of a lost or stolen device.

Becrypt Enterprise
Management

ypt Disk
ryption

0845 838 2080

The challenge

Becrypt
Media Encryption

Becrypt Enterprise
Management

Function: Peripheral device
control to protect from
unauthorised access

Function: Full encryption
for data on external storage
devices such as USBs

Function: Centralised
management system for
full visibility and control of
Becrypt estate

ps your
cure in
eft or loss

Benefits: Defends you
against data leakage and
malware ingress while
providing full event reporting
and audit trails

Benefits: Protects your
data while supporting your
users’ productivity with full
flexibility and portability

Benefits: Maximises the
efficiency of your IT department
and the management of your
Becrypt estate

About Becrypt

.com/endpoint

Don’t make headlines
for the wrong reasons

To find out more about how to protect your
device estate from data theft, contact us at:
dataprotection@becrypt.com
0121 237 2973

me, Detica/Cabinet Office, 2011

With over 15 years’ experience of
helping governments and businesses
secure their valuable data, Becrypt has
a long heritage of providing enterprise
data protection solutions to the most
security conscious organisations.
Innovating to provide the highest
levels of product assurance, our data
protection solutions allow diverse
platforms to be adopted within the
enterprise with confidence. Working
with device manufacturers, we deliver
comprehensive mobile security
as a seamless user experience
that supports productivity without
compromising protection.

Simple solutions for your
total security and flexibility
Preventing your valuable IP and data from being stolen
from laptops, PCs and portable devices, Becrypt’s suite
of data protection solutions safeguards the value of your
business and reduces your risk of compliance failures.

our mobile devices
estate, I need to know
about it.

“

Policy black holes

Businesses may think
they have taken
adequate steps to
protect themselves
from cyber threats,
but all too often their
failure to safeguard
their data at rest
leaves a glaring hole
in their security
strategy.

”

Secure your
data at rest

data are
substantial and growing

2015 Cost of Data Breach Study, Ponemon Institute/IBM

Prevent data
leakage

Flexible
sharing

Easy
Fully manage,
implementation control & audit

Failure to protect
datato
at rest
Threats
IP and

Frequently, businesses fail to adequately
protect data stored on desktops, laptops
and portable media
– their
at rest. criminal gangs,
Whether
it’sdata
organised
This glaring holeunscrupulous
in their cyber security
competitors, hostile states or
strategy tends to
be allied tothieves,
a number
opportunist
there are many people
of common misconceptions:
out there keen to get hold of your valuable

data. Trade in IP is now big business.

A UKdomain,
government
report
CEO, Becrypt Ltd
on to their Windows
their data
Hopefully this is just an imaginary
IP theft as the
is protected. It’shighlighted
not. Any moderately
scenario and you haven’t actually
most
damaging
cyber
crime
determined cyber
criminal
could still
easily
experienced IP theft from your
UK businesses,
resulting
access the datafor
stored
on the devices’
laptops, PCs or mobile devices.
in a loss of £9.2bn a year.1
hard drive.
But, without the right protection,
companies
have invested
endpoint
Recent
researchininto
the
your business is vulnerable.Many
So the
products
to protect
root causes
of devices
data from
question you really need toprotection
ask
malware and targeted
attacks,
breaches
foundassuming
that
yourself is: why are we risking the
that this offers adequate
protection
for their
47% involved
a malicious
loss of our irreplaceable IP data.
and data
It doesn’t.orIf criminal
someoneattack,
has gotand
hold
when we don’t have to? of the physical device,
or copied data on
25% involved a negligent
to removable media, then most endpoint 2
employee or contractor.
protection products do nothing to protect
that data.

Top 10 data protection
best practice guidelines
1. Understand what you’ve got
and its value
2. Ensure you have effective
policies in place to limit
your risk exposure
3. Use industry-certified
encryption to protect
your data at rest

”

Too often, companies simply lack policies
governing how data is managed and
John Smith
protected on portable devices. This is often
Globex
Corporation
accompanied by limited
awareness
among
employees about the implications of their
actions and what they can do to reduce risk.

Many businesses assume that, because
– Dr Bernard
Parsons,
Proactive approach boosts
investor
confidence
users need to enter a password to log

If this headline doesn’t ring true, you
need to ask yourself why? Imagine
the scenario: one of your executives
leaves a laptop on the train. It’s
got some of your most valuable
IP on the hard disk. It’s password
protected and you’ve got endpoint
protection across your laptop and
mobile devices estate. But still, your
business-critical IP can be stolen.
And the negative impact on your
business could be huge.

See inside for your simple solution to
2
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SPECIAL

recent years, many businesses are still failing to adequately
If there’s a gap in our
protect themselves from IP theft. Here’s a summary of the
across
most commonprotection
oversights.

What the
experts say:

Although Becrypt had a strong presence in the UK public sector, they had
limited penetration in the commercial sector and saw this as a significant growth
opportunity.

IP THEFT

PROTECTION

How businesses are
Globex Corporation
“It’s protect
their IP
my job to ensure
updates laptop security infailing to
our companies data
Despite significant
investments
in cyber security products in
face of IP theft threat
security
is watertight.

Becrypt Port Control

Becrypt
Port Control

disk
Windows
ablets and

ption

Herald

A core part of Becrypt’s offering is its Data Protection suite of products, including
full disk encryption, which enable organisations to protect the data stored on
laptops, tablets and other portable media from loss or theft.

.com

Intellectual Property 2015: The Oil & Gas Perspective, Oil & Gas iQ 2 The Cost of Cyber Crime, Cabinet Office/ Detica, 2011
https://www.mi5.gov.uk/home/about-us/who-we-are/staff-and-management/director-general/speeches-by-the-director-general/the-olympicsand-beyond.html 2015 4 Cost of Data Breach Study, Ponemon Institute/ IBM

Cyber Security

Becrypt Media
Encryption

Becrypt has a long heritage of providing Enterprise Data Protection solutions
and Engineering Services to the most security conscious organisations. Becrypt
is one of the leading providers of highly secure solutions to the UK public sector
with a strong reputation in sectors such as central government, the MOD, Police
and NHS.

device estates

Vertical specific one-pagers

Becrypt total protection suite

The client

Secure your data at rest

Easy implementation

Underpinned by strong user
authentication, Becrypt’s Disk
Encryption – Disk Protect provides
highly secure, full disk encryption
for Windows laptops, PCs, tablets
and servers – keeping your data
secure in the event of the theft or
loss of a device.

Saving time and minimising the
need for end-user involvement,
Becrypt’s Enterprise Management
(BEM) enables quick and easy rollout of our data protection products
across thousands of devices. Active
Directory integration enables easy
importing of users, organisational
units and security groups, while
self-registration enables individuals
to add themselves as Disk Protect
users on a device.

Prevent data leakage

Over-restrictive or complex
security

Equipping you with full event
reporting and audit trails, Becrypt’s
Port Control – Connect Protect
defends you against data leakage
and malware by preventing
unauthorised access to, and use of,
externally connected devices.

It’s important to appreciate that making
security too restrictive or complex is almost
as bad as having no protection in place at
all. If security prevents people doing their
jobs effectively, employees are likely to
find ways to bypass it. This creates new
vulnerabilities that the company may have
even less awareness of and ability to control.

Flexible sharing
Supporting multiple users on a
single device, Disk Protect gives
flexibility without the risks. The
addition of Becrypt’s Media
Encryption – mShare allows your
users to encrypt data on external
storage devices such as USBs –
giving them flexibility and portability
while still protecting your data.

Limited visibility and control

Some organisations have gone further
Even businesses that are aware of the issues
and invested in full disk encryption.
are often hindered by limited central visibility
countering
threat
data theft and control of their data – they are not
But even thatthe
doesn’t
offer fullof
protection
if data can be easily copied onto
clear about what data actually exists, what
unencrypted portable media (such as
devices are being used to store that data
USB drives and smartphones).
and how the data is being used and copied.



Fully manage, control
and audit

4. Protect yourself against
data leakage via
removable media
5. Don’t rely on single layers
of security
6. Keep it simple and
seamless for the user
7. Don’t get in the way of
people being able to do
their jobs
8. Ensure you have effective
management control and
auditability
9. Limit administrative
complexity
10. Take time to educate
your users

BEM’s centralised console gives
you full visibility and control of user
activity, enabling you to;
• easily create, apply and update
policies to end-points, users or
groups

Briefing Paper

Protecting your
business from IP theft
Why it matters, common mistakes and practical solutions
.com

• carry out fast risk assessment in
the event of a lost or stolen device

Read more about
our best practice
guidelines,
download our
Viewpoint Paper at:

CommercialSector

• deal simply with issues such as
forgotten passwords

.com/viewpointIP

IP Theft Protection Special

.com/endpoint

Direct mailer

However, Becrypt faced a number of significant challenges driving sales of their
data protection products into UK-based enterprises and SMEs. These included
the lack of any brand awareness in the UK commercial market, and limited
engagement with channel partners that focus on this space. Another challenge
was that the disk encryption market has become increasingly crowded in recent
years, with free products taking an increasing share of the market.
Becrypt needed a campaign that would raise the profile of Becrypt within its
target audience, grab their interest, and highlight the value of Becrypt’s highly
secure solutions over free products.

Briefing Paper

Protecting your
business from
IP theft
IP and data determine
This section
at-a-glance:

• The quantifiable value
of IP is huge
• The non-quantifiable

businesses’ value

is even bigger mistakes and practical solutions
Why it matters,value
common
• The impact of IP loss
includes lost sales, lost
customers and lower
profit margins

.com
• Lack of compliance

could cost up to 5%
of turnover

In a world where ideas, information and innovation are the key drivers of value, protecting data
has never been more critical for businesses of all types.

How can Becrypt help?

From drug formulas in Pharmaceuticals and software code in Technology, to customer data in
Retail and exploration data in the Oil and Energy, IP is a primary source of value across a wide range
of sectors.
The quantifiable value of IP is huge – a study by the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO)

Preventing your valuable IP and data from being stolen from laptops, PCs and portable devices,
For
more information
found that the global IP market now produces $180 billion a year in licensing fees and royalties (up from
Becrypt’s suite of data protection solutions safeguards the value of your business and reduces
on
theinBecrypt
$2.8bn
1970). suite
your risk of compliance failures.
of data and endpoint
But this actually represents only a fraction of the total value of IP to businesses. While the value of other
Our disk encryption, port control and secure media solutions enable you to keep your important data
protection
types of IP aresolutions,
less quantifiable, they are certainly no less real. You only have to think about business
secure. They ensure you don’t have to compromise user productivity, while giving you full management
visit
plans,becrypt.com
research findings,»customer data, product specifications and proprietary methodologies to realise
1

control and auditability.
the extent of the value its IP represents for an organisation.

$180,000,000,000
per year

The World
Intellectual Property
Organisation found
that the global IP
market now produces
$180 billion a year in
licensing fees
and royalties.

Securing your data at rest
Loss of IP is loss of competitiveness

Underpinned by strong user authentication, Becrypt Disk Protect provides highly secure, full disk
The damage caused by a competitor gaining access to your IP and confidential information – from
encryption for laptops, PCs and Windows tablets – keeping your data secure in the event of the theft
designs and business plans to details of commercial negotiations and lists of existing clients – can
or loss of a device.
be huge. The impact of stolen IP includes:
Lost sales and lost customers
Lower profit margins
Reduced ROI on R&D

Preventing data leakage

Equipping you with full event reporting and audit trails, Becrypt Connect Protect defends you
against data leakage and malware by preventing unauthorised access to, and use of, externally
connected devices.

Flexible sharing without the risk

Loss of jobs
Supporting multiple users on a single device, Becrypt Disk Protect gives flexibility without the risks.
The addition of Becrypt mShare allows your users to encrypt data on external storage devices such
as USBs
– giving
them flexibility
and(EU
portability
while still
protecting
What’s more, when the European General
Data
Protection
Regulation
GDPR) comes
into
force in your data.
the near future, the potential cost to businesses from the loss or theft of valuable data will increase even
further. The EU GDPR will introduce severeEasy
penalties
for compliance failures, with potential fines of up to
implementation
5% of worldwide turnover.
Saving time and minimising the need for end-user involvement, Becrypt Enterprise Management
(BEM) enables quick and easy roll-out of our data protection products across thousands of devices.

5%
fine of
worldwide
turnover

Full management control and auditability
The Becrypt Enterprise Management’s centralised console gives you full visibility and control of

European
Data
user activity, General
enabling you
to: Protection
Regulation
will introduce severe penalties
• easily create and apply policies
for
compliance failures, with potential
• carry out fast risk assessment in the event of a lost or stolen device
fines
of up to 5% of worldwide turnover.
• deal simply with issues such as forgotten passwords
CommercialSector

For quick, straightforward data protection
across your device estate, contact:
dataprotection@becrypt.com
0845 838 2080

Breifing Paper: Protecting your business from IP theft
1
2
3
4
5
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World Intellectual Property Report 2011, WIPO
The Cost of Cyber Crime, Detica/Cabinet Office, 2011
2014 IT Security Risks Summary Report, Kaspersky Lab, 2014
2015 Cost of Data Breach Study, Ponemon Institute/IBM
2015 Cost of Data Breach Study, Ponemon Institute/IBM

Breifing Paper: Protecting your business from IP theft
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Briefing paper

0203 693 1211

info@onegtm.com
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The campaign
was split into
three phases:

Campaign approach

1) Strategy and
approach

1) Strategy and approach

The campaign was split into three phases:

We initially worked with Becrypt to develop a campaign strategy based on an
analysis of the available market opportunity and the competitive landscape. A lot
of suppliers in a range of different categories are focused on the general issue of
data protection at present, so to differentiate Becrypt’s message and enable us to
cut through the general noise, it was agreed we should focus on the more targeted
issue of Intellectual Property theft.

2) Integrated
campaign
3) Channel
enablement

This enabled us to capture our target audiences’ attention around a business
issue that is highly relevant to them, rather than leading with a technology-based
message. By targeting vertical sectors where protecting Intellectual Property is
particularly critical, such as Legal, Oil & Gas and Pharmaceuticals, we also ensured
we focused the campaign on organisations that would be most likely to value the
additional levels of security and functionality that Becrypt’s products offer.

Campaign Summary

The Opportunity
PartnerBriefing of
The loss or theft of intellectual property can have a massive impact on the value and future competitiveness
any business, particularly those that trade on their ideas and knowledge. This creates a massive opportunity for
• The campaign for Data Protection Suite
The campaign is built around 3
The Becrypt value proposition at the heart
Becrypt Data Protection
aims toSuite.
run from November through

core messages:

to February.
• How much is the loss or theft of your valuable
• The campaign adopts an integrated
IP costing your business?
approach, utilising the full elements of the
• Is a lack of disk encryption and port control the
marketing mix, with activities undertaken
gaping hole in your security strategy?
by a combination of Becrypt and partners.
Data and Intellectual Property an increasing
Securing data at rest

… are creating
a number of
PartnerKeyCampaign
Document
Market Trends… Briefing
challenges for customers…

• Becrypt
theif value
ofisyour
business
• The
strategy
How do we ensure
our datasafeguards
remains secure
a device
lost or
stolen? by
– The
impact will
of a be to capture customer
source of business value
preventing your valuable IP and data being stolen
competitor gaining access to designs,
business
plans, direct, provocative
attention
by posing
details of commercial negotiations or lists of existing clients
from your laptops, PCs and portable devices.
questions of our target audience
can be huge.
around the potential cost of IP theft to Preventing data leakage
their business, and then follow up withHow do we prevent data leakage through unauthorised copying to
devices?
Increased collaborativehelpful,
and remote
working
advice-led
content about how portable
to
– Changing working practices mean
valuable
data is themselves.
effectively
protect
increasingly stored on laptops, tablets or portable devices.

of the campaign can be summarised as:

Becrypt’s Data Protection Suite safeguards the
… which• value
Becrypt
of your business, and reduces your risk of
solutions
canfailures,
address
compliance
by preventing your valuable

Data Protection Suite

IP and data being stolen from laptops, PCs and
portable devices.
• Our disk encryption, port control and secure
media solutions enable you to keep your
important data secure, without compromising
user productivity, while giving you full
management control and auditability.

A big
opportunity
for Becrypt
partners

Allowing flexible sharing without the risk

How do we allow users the flexibility to share information via external
storage devices while still protecting our data?

Illegal trade in IP has become big business

– A UK Gov report revealed IP theft as the most damaging
cyber crime for UK businesses, resulting in a loss of £9.2bn
a year.

Easy implementation of security solutions

How do we simplify the implementation of device security to reduce the risk
of errors and minimise the impact on employees?

Increasingly stringent data protection
legislation – The new European General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), due to be ratified by end-2015, will
introduce severe penalties for compliance failures, with
fines potentially up to 5% of worldwide turnover.

6

Lack of management control and auditability

How do we improve visibility and control of user activity, to ensure policies are
followed and to enable fast risk assessment in the event of a lost or stolen device?

2) Integrated campaign

3

.com

Once the campaign strategy was agreed, we produced a fully integrated
campaign toolkit in order to attract interest, build engagement and ultimately
generate pipeline. This campaign included deliverables such as a Direct Mail,
Infographic, and Briefing Paper, plus digital assets such as campaign-specific
landing pages and PPC.

Briefing deck

Protecting your valuable
IP and data from theft

To capture our target audience’s attention around the risks of IP theft we created
an impactful, personalised Direct Mail. This eye-catching DM looked like an actual
newspaper with the article being about the company, including a quote from the
person it was sent to, to ensure it stood out from other DM’s.

The impacts are being felt today

121

UK data breaches
reported by ICO
in 2014 resulting
from theft, loss or
insecure disposal
of unencrypted
devices

13,000

31%

of organisations
have experienced
a loss of
confidential data
on a USB drive

£180,000 183,523

confidential
files offered to
a competitor by
an ex-employee
of a leading
manufacturer

fine issued to
credit provider,
The Money Shop
resulting from the
loss of unencrypted
computer
equipment

devices lost or
stolen in the
UK between
March 2013 and
February 2014
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1

Understand what
you’ve got and the
relative value of your
different types of data

To build engagement with our prospective customers, and position Becrypt
as experts in the field of protecting valuable IP and data, we also produced a
Briefing Paper, ‘Protecting your business from IP theft’, which offered best practice
guidance on the subject.

3) Channel enablement
10011100001
10111001000111
0011011101111011
00011101100111
00001101110
11100110
11101
11
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Sales deck

Data theft: is there a serious gap in your security strategy? Share this email > View online >

Data theft:
is there a serious gap in
your security strategy?

We understood that channel partners would also be key to the success of this
campaign, and therefore created a number of tools to ensure they were fully
equipped to deliver the Protecting IP message, and sell Becrypt’s data protection
suite. These included a campaign briefing guide, sales enablement materials and
partner versions of assets such as emails, website content and social media assets.
We took full accountability for the end-to-end management of this campaign,
including facilitating workshops with the client’s team, working with their internal IT
department and managing any third party suppliers.

.com/endpoint
If the data at rest on your laptops, PCs and portable devices is not securely
protected, your company is vulnerable to IP and data theft.

Get the information
you need to be sure
you’re safe

Dear [Personalised],
Most businesses may think they have protected themselves
from cyber threats, but in reality, many have a glaring hole in
their security strategy. Despite significant investments in cyber
security products in recent years, companies are still
overlooking their data at rest – the data stored on their laptops,
PCs and portable media. Common failings include;

Our Viewpoint Paper:
Briefing Paper

Protecting your
business from IP theft
Why it matters, common mistakes and practical solutions
.com

• Policy black holes – a lack of awareness and policies
governing how data is managed and protected on portable
devices.
• Data at rest vulnerability – the belief that passwords and
standard endpoint protection products are sufficient to protect
data stored on laptops, desktops and portable media. They
aren’t.

Best practice
guidelines on
protecting your
business from IP

Download now>
Our Infographic:

• Limited visibility and control – companies are often unclear
about what data actually exists, what devices are being used
to store that data and how that data is being used and copied.

.com

Protecting your
business from
IP theft
Protecting data has never
been more critical
IP theft
is the
Cyber
Crime
in the UK1

Plug the gap in your security with Becrypt

£9.2bn
loss in the
UK every year through IP theft

With Becrypt’s suite of data at rest protection solutions, you can
quickly and easily ensure that the data on your entire mobile
device estate is safe in the event of loss or theft. Without
compromising the mobility and productivity of your people.

1

121
data breaches reported to ICO in 2014/15
were due to loss or theft of unencrypted devices
2

8%
of these
breach incidents were

A quick visual
guide to the IP
theft landscape
and the issues
you may need
to address

due to the insecure
disposal of hardware3

Businesses are
at threat

Download now>
Lost or stolen devices

183,523

devices were lost
or stolen in the UK
between March 2013
and February 20144

Data Leakage

31%

of organisations have experienced
a loss of confidential data on a
USB drive5

5 practical steps to
protect your business
Protect data leakage
removable data
1 from
You need to control how data is
shared via removable media and
ensure that any data that is copied to
a peripheral device is fully encrypted.
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Becrypt Disk Encryption provides full disk encryption
for Windows laptops, PCs, tablets and servers.

Don’t rely on single
of security
2 layers
Multiple layers of protection
reduce your vulnerability to
malicious or accidental breaches.

it simple
3 forKeepusers
The more complex your security
procedures, the greater the likelihood
of breaches – enabling single sign-on
to any device limits the impact on your
users and reduces your risks.

Don’t get in the way of
doing their jobs
4 people
If your security policies and
technologies prevent people doing
their jobs, they’ll inevitably find a
way to bypass those controls.

Becrypt Port Control prevents unauthorised access
for externally connected devices.

Ensure you have effective
control
5 management
Having the right technology on your
endpoints is of limited value if you
can’t easily manage that technology
and you don’t have visibility of what
your users are doing on their devices.

Briefing Paper

Find out more in our
whitepaper; Protecting your
business from IP theft >
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Sources: 1 The cost of cyber crime, 2011, Gov UK 2 Data breach incidents by type 2014/15, in Data breach trends, 2015, ICO 3 Data breach incidents by type 2014/15, in Data breach trends, 2015, ICO
4 Protecting customer data? Don’t forget about physical security, 2015, it Governance 5 The state of USB Drive Security in Europe, 2011, Ponemon institute

Becrypt Media Encryption safeguards the storage
and transfer of data on external devices.
Becrypt Enterprise Management gives you full
visibility and control of user activity.

Email campaign
For more information on protecting your device estate, contact us at:
dataprotection@becrypt.com

0121 237 2973

twitter.com/becrypt

.com/endpoint

© Becrypt 2015 | Privacy policy | Terms & Conditions | Unsubscribe

0203 693 1211

info@onegtm.com
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The outcome

IP theft threatens
your business value

Protect your laptops, PCs
and portable devices

Secure your data at rest

Prevent data leakage

Flexible sharing

Easy implementation

Fully manage, control & audit

The campaign has had a significant impact in a short space of time. The campaign
has succeeded in raising awareness of Becrypt within the commercial segment,
particularly within targeted sectors such as Legal and Manufacturing.

The risks you face

The damage caused by a competitor
gaining access to your IP and confidential
information includes:
Lost sales & lost customers
Lower profit margins
Reduced ROI on R&D
Loss of jobs

The protection you need

Prevent your valuable
data from being stolen.

IP theft threatens
your business value

Secure your data at rest

Becrypt’s suite of data protection solutions
safeguards the value of your business and
reduces your risk of compliance failures.

Protect your laptops, PCs
and portable devices

Underpinned by strong user authentication, Becrypt Disk
Protect provides highly secure, full disk encryption for laptops,
PCs and Windows tablets – keeping your data secure in the
event of the theft or loss of a device.

The product suite that secures
your business value
Becrypt Disk
Encryption
Function: Full disk encryption for Windows laptops, PCs, tablets
and servers

Becrypt
Enterprise
Management (BEM)

Becrypt
Disk Encryption

Benefits: Keeps your data at rest secure in the event of theft or
loss of a device

There has been a significant increase in traffic to the Becrypt website with a large
number of downloads of the content assets created for the campaign. A sizeable
new opportunity was generated within only a few days of the campaign launch and
pipeline is building with a number of sales already closed.

Becrypt
Media Encryption

FIND OUT MORE

Secure your data at rest

Prevent data leakage

Flexible sharing

Easy implementation

Fully manage, control & audit

Becrypt
Port Control

The downloads for more details

The risks you face

To gain a deeper understanding of the rising threats to your IP and
confidential data, download our Viewpoint Paper and Infographic.

The damage caused by a competitor
gaining access to your IP and confidential
information includes:

Briefing Paper

Protecting your
business from IP theft
Why it matters, common mistakes and practical solutions
.com

Download our Viewpoint Paper on why
protecting your business from IP theft is vital,
and the practical steps you can take to
safeguard your data at rest.

.com

Protecting your
business from
IP theft
Protecting data has never
been more critical

Download our Infographic for a quick visual
guide to the IP theft landscape, the gaps in
most data protection strategies and the
issues you may need to address.

IP theft
is the
Cyber
Crime
in the UK1

DOWNLOAD NOW

£9.2bn
loss in the
UK every year through IP theft

1

DOWNLOAD NOW

CommercialSector

111
data breaches reported to ICO in 2014
due to loss or theft of unencrypted device
2

Businesses are
at threat
Lost or stolen laptops

Lost sales & lost customers

183,523

devices lost or
stolen UK in 20143

Insecure data disposal

9%

of breach
incidents due to
insecure disposal
of hardware4

Lower profit margins

Data Leakage

31%

of data breaches caused by
loss of data on a USB Drive5

5 practical steps to
protect your business
Protect data leakage
removable data
1 from

Reduced ROI on R&D

You need to control how data is
shared via removable media and
ensure that any data that is copied to
a peripheral device is fully encrypted.
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Don’t rely on single
of security
2 layers
Multiple layers of protection
reduce your vulnerability to
malicious or accidental breaches.

Website landing page
3

Loss of jobs

Keep it simple
for users

The more complex your security
procedures, the greater the likelihood
of breaches – enabling single sign-on
to any device limits the impact on your
users and reduces your risks.

Don’t get in the way of
doing their jobs
4 people

If your security policies and
technologies prevent people doing
their jobs, they’ll inevitably find a
way to bypass those controls.

Ensure you have effective
control
5 management

Having the right technology on your
endpoints is of limited value if you
can’t easily manage that technology
and you don’t have visibility of what
your users are doing on their devices.

Briefing Paper

Protecting your
business from IP theft

Why it matters, common mistakes and practical solutions
.com

Find out more in our
whitepaper, protecting
yourself from IP theft >

CommercialSector
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Sources: 1 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/60942/THE-COST-OF-CYBER-CRIME-SUMMARY-FINAL.pdf 2 https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/
principle-7-security 3 Freedom of Information (FoI) figures released by ViaSat found that between 1 March 2013 and 28 February 2014 4 https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/principle-7-security
5 The State of USB Drive Security in Europe http://media.kingston.com/pdfs/Ponemon/Ponemon_research_EMEA_summary_UK_1111.pdf

The protection you need

Prevent your valuable
data from being stolen.

Secure your data at rest

Becrypt’s suite of data protection solutions
safeguards the value of your business and
reduces your risk of compliance failures.

The campaign has also enabled Becrypt to raise its profile within the reseller
channel and has helped it develop a number of new channel relationships, including
with Infinigate, a major UK security distributor. The tools and the messaging created
for the campaign have helped Becrypt accelerate the process of bringing new
partners on board.

Underpinned by strong user authentication, Becrypt Disk
Protect provides highly secure, full disk encryption for laptops,
PCs and Windows tablets – keeping your data secure in the
event of the theft or loss of a device.

The product suite that secures
Practical
Steps
your business
value
Please find below some handy tips to get the most out of your SoMe Kit:

Becrypt Disk
Encryption Twitter

LinkedIn

Hootsuite

• Once logged in,Becrypt
on the company "Home"
page, click theEnterprise
“Share an update” box.

• Once logged
on the
homepage, click the
Function: Full disk encryption for Windows
laptops,in,PCs,
tablets
“Tweet” button in the top right hand corner,
and servers

Management (BEM)

Becrypt
or click in the white bar at the top of the page.

Becrypt
• Either type out, or copy and paste the required

• Select “Log in” in the top right hand corner of
the page to access your account, or select
“Sign up” to create your company account.
SoMeGuide

Disk Encryption
Media Encryption
Benefits: Keeps your data at rest secure in the event of theft or
post from the excel document provided in the
• Click in the box “Compose message...” at the
• Either type out, or copy and paste the
loss of a device

SoMe Kit.

required post from the excel document
provided in the SoMe Kit.

FIND OUT MORE

top of the page.

• Copy and paste the “tinyurl” link (from the excel
document) at the end of the post.

Disk Protect Social Media Partner Guide
• Copy and paste the “tinyurl” link (from the
excel document) at the end of the tweet.

• Either type out, or copy and paste the required
post from the excel document in the SoMe Kit.

• Select the paperclip on the right hand side of
• Copy and paste the “tinurl” link (from the excel
the text box.
document) at the end of the post.
• Underneath the text, select the “Media” button.
Becrypt
• Select the appropriate
image file from the
• Select the paperclip on the bottom right hand
Port Control
• Select the appropriate image file from the
SoMe Kit.
side of the box.
SoMe Kit.
share
the post
with all your posting one
• Select the appropriate image file from the folder.
Social media (SoMe) offers a significant
In the at
SoMe
Kit youright
will of
find
excel file • Choose to eitherFor
Twitter,
we recommend
• Select “Tweet”
the bottom
thean
box.
followers, or with
a targeted
by
marketing opportunity. As well as promoting
containing the following headings:
post
daily, in audience,
the order provided
in the • Select the calendar icon next to the paperclip
clicking on the “Share
with” box, and selecting
yourself to your market, you can use SoMe to
excel document.
to schedule the time and date for your
Social Media Platform: The platform the content
either “Share with: All followers”, or “Share with:
interact with your target audience, and identify
message to be sent out.
is to be posted on – Twitter or LinkedIn.
For LinkedIn, we recommend one post
Targeted audience”.
potential prospects. This SoMe Guide provides
monthly, in the order provided in the • On the left of the message box, select the
everything you need to get your Disk Protection
• Iftoyou have selected targeted audience, choose
Content Asset: The asset the post is referring
excel document.
social media network for the post to be
SoMe campaign started.
the audience you wish to see your post.
– Infographic or Briefing Paper.
sent from.
Both Twitter
and
the
boxLinkedIn have analytics
We’ve developed 25 copy blocks for you to
Copy Block: The text to be used in the post.• Select “Share” underneath
• Select “Schedule” underneath the text box.
(bottom right). pages where you can review data on the
post about the Infographic and Briefing Paper,
success of your posts, in terms of both
Content Asset Link: The link to be inserted after
along with an image taken from the original
views and actual engagement.
the copy, linking to the Becrypt website for the full
documents. This will help you promote the

Social Media Overview

Planning Your Campaign

Planning Your Campaign

The downloads for more details

To gain a deeper understanding of the rising threats to your IP and
confidential data, download our Viewpoint Paper and Infographic.

document.
A “tinyurl” link has been provided, which
our Viewpoint Paper
on why
Download ourHootsuite
Infographic
for a you
quick
Disk Protect Protecting
campaign
to yourDownload
network, ensure
allows
tovisual
schedule posts in
your
Protecting your
business from IP theft
protecting
your business from
theft is vital,
guide to the IP theft landscape, the gaps in
is aIPshortened
version of the original
businesslink.
fromYou can
your companies’
SoMe content
is relevant
advance, to be automatically posted at a
IP link
theft using the assets
the practical steps you also
can take
to your own download
most data protection strategies and the
create
and interesting, and help you and
to engage
in
date and time. This gives you the
safeguard your data at rest.provided if you prefer, in this instance you need to
issues you mayspecified
need to address.
new conversations.
benefit of scheduling all the posts at once,
create a new “tinyurl” link (www.tinyurl.com).
DOWNLOAD rather
NOW than having to submit them over a
DOWNLOAD
The SoMe Kit contains a list of posts,
imageNOW
£9.2bn
period of time. Both Twitter and LinkedIn
Image File: The title of the image file provided in
files, and the Infographic and Briefing Paper
posts can be scheduled in Hootsuite
111
the SoMe Kit to be used within the
post.
documents – everything you need to run a
(www.hootsuite.com). A free-of-charge
successful SoMe campaign.
Image Link: An online link to the image to be
company account must be created.
183,523
used in the post (for reference only,
the files are
also provided in the SoMe Kit).
9%
Briefing Paper

.com
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Protecting data has never
been more critical
IP theft
is the

Cyber
Crime
in the UK1

loss in the
UK every year through IP theft1

CommercialSector

data breaches reported to ICO in 2014
due to loss or theft of unencrypted device2

Businesses are
at threat

Lost or stolen laptops

devices lost or
stolen UK in 20143

Insecure data disposal

Download SoMe Kit >

of breach
incidents due to
insecure disposal
of hardware4

Data Leakage

31%

of data breaches caused by
loss of data on a USB Drive5

5 practical steps to
protect your business
Protect data leakage
removable data
1 from
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You need to control how data is
shared via removable media and
ensure that any data that is copied to
a peripheral device is fully encrypted.

Don’t rely on single
of security
2 layers

1

Multiple layers of protection
reduce your vulnerability to
malicious or accidental breaches.

it simple
3 forKeepusers
The more complex your security
procedures, the greater the likelihood
of breaches – enabling single sign-on
to any device limits the impact on your
users and reduces your risks.

Don’t get in the way of
doing their jobs
4 people
If your security policies and
technologies prevent people doing
their jobs, they’ll inevitably find a
way to bypass those controls.

Ensure you have effective
control
5 management
Having the right technology on your
endpoints is of limited value if you
can’t easily manage that technology
and you don’t have visibility of what
your users are doing on their devices.

Briefing Paper

Find out more in our
whitepaper, protecting
yourself from IP theft >
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principle-7-security 3 Freedom of Information (FoI) figures released by ViaSat found that between 1 March 2013 and 28 February 2014 4 https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/principle-7-security
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Client Testimonial:
“OneGTM provided excellent support with both the planning and the
Social media kit

.com

Protecting your
business from
IP theft
Protecting data has never
been more critical
IP theft
is the
Cyber
Crime
in the UK1

execution of the campaign. Their initial analysis was valuable in helping
us define the right campaign strategy, and then they did a great job in
building out the full campaign plan and creating a range of high-quality
assets. It’s definitely helped us raise our profile in the commercial sector.
The fact OneGTM were able to provide end-to-end support and project
manage the delivery also made it much easier for us to manage.”
– Cath Hackett, VP Marketing and Partners, Becrypt

£9.2bn

loss in the
UK every year through IP theft1

121
data breaches reported to ICO in 2014/15
were due to loss or theft of unencrypted devices
2

8%

of these
breach incidents were
due to the insecure
disposal of hardware3

Businesses are
at threat
Lost or stolen devices

183,523

devices were lost
or stolen in the UK
between March 2013
and February 20144

Data Leakage

31%

of organisations have experienced
a loss of confidential data on a
USB drive5

5 practical steps to
protect your business
Protect data leakage
removable data
1 from
You need to control how data is
shared via removable media and
ensure that any data that is copied to
a peripheral device is fully encrypted.
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Don’t rely on single
of security
2 layers
Multiple layers of protection
reduce your vulnerability to
malicious or accidental breaches.

it simple
for users
3 Keep
The more complex your security
procedures, the greater the likelihood
of breaches – enabling single sign-on
to any device limits the impact on your
users and reduces your risks.

Don’t get in the way of
doing their jobs
4 people
If your security policies and
technologies prevent people doing
their jobs, they’ll inevitably find a
way to bypass those controls.

Ensure you have effective
control
5 management
Having the right technology on your
endpoints is of limited value if you
can’t easily manage that technology
and you don’t have visibility of what
your users are doing on their devices.
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Find out more in our
whitepaper; Protecting your
business from IP theft >
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Infographic

To find out how
OneGTM can help
your business
call 0203 693 1211
email info@onegtm.com
or visit onegtm.com

0203 693 1211
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